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Dennison nears year as dual UM head
It’s been 51 weeks since
University of Montana President
George Dennison dismissed
Provost Lois Muir and temporarily
took on the role, occupying both the
first- and second-highest ranking
positions in the UM administration.
In that time, UM has created a
search committee to fill the provost
position, brought candidates to visit
the campus and brought a candidate
back for a second visit, only to
come up empty-handed and extend
the search.
For nearly a year, Dennison has
been doing the demanding jobs of
two people. As president, Dennison
oversees almost every aspect of
operations at UM, from helping to
set up study-abroad programs to
visiting Helena to talking to law-
makers to setting up a committee to
plan the development of the south
campus.
Now, as acting provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
Dennison has been overseeing the
academic aspects of UM as well,
from approving faculty tenure to
focusing on student retention to
developing class schedules. Though
the two officers would usually work
closely together, the dual role isn’t
as simple as one might think.
“Somebody said facetiously,
‘The arguments you have with the
provost now must be a lot easier,’”
Dennison said, “but they aren’t.”
Perry Brown, dean of the College
of Forestry, said he doesn’t see
Dennison’s temporary dual role as
much of a problem. It’s one less per-
son to meet with, he said.
“One of the nice things about
If there’s one thing Hollywood
has taught us about police acade-
mies, it’s that they could culmi-
nate in a rag-tag bunch of misfits
thwarting a major crime with
nothing but their wits, friendship
and funny sound effects.
“We probably won’t be doing
that,” said Chief Jim Lemcke with
the Office of Public Safety.
Thursday night was the begin-
ning of the Student Police
Academy, a Public Safety pro-
gram Lemcke said he hopes to
offer every semester.  For the next
six weeks, 27 “recruits” will meet
in the UC for an hour of classroom
instruction, followed by an hour
of practical exercise.
In the debut outing, which con-
cerned traffic stops, students
learned that drunken drivers have
a tendency to crash into patrol cars
during a stop, so it’s smart to park
two car lengths behind the car
you’re pulling over.  They also
learned that an overhand grip
makes a flashlight functional both
as an illumination device and a
weapon.
Other classes will cover things
like criminal investigation, defen-
sive tactics and use of firearms,
Lemcke said.
The purpose of the academy is
to foster a relationship with the
community by teaching people
what police do and why, Lemcke
said. It also gives students consid-
ering a career in law enforcement
a taste of the work, he said.
“It gives a chance to really do
some hands-on things that you
can’t do in a classroom,” said Lisa
Colyer, vice president of the UM
Criminology Club. 
The Criminology Club suggest-
ed topics of instruction, and was in
charge of recruiting student offi-
cers. 
“We’re very pleased to have
this,” Colyer said. 
Public Safety begins student academy
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin
Campus police officer Tony Fedele and freshman Blake Hurtle exchange roles at the student police academy mock traffic stop in the Prescott parking lot Thursday night. “Some day I am going to be a p.o. (police
officer),” said Hurtle. “I want to help people and make a difference.”
Just the Facts
Professor Michael Ruse will
present the next installment of the
University of Montana’s
President’s Lecture Series, “The
Evolution-Creation Struggle: An
American Story,” Monday at 8
p.m. in the University Theatre.
Ruse is a professor of philoso-
phy at Florida State University
and the director of FSU’s program
in the history and philosophy of
science. Ruse has written several
books on the evolution/creation-
ism debate, including “The
Evolution-Creation Struggle” and
“Darwinism and its Discontents.” 
“The philosophy department is
very eager to have (Ruse) come,”
said Richard Drake, the UM his-
tory professor who organizes the
lecture series.  
Armond Duwell, a professor of
philosophy at UM, said that
Ruse’s treatment of the creation-
ism debate is sensitive and
unique.
“While he’s an ardent defender
of evolution, he has a deep and
sympathetic understanding of
Christianity,” Duwell said. 
The lecture will be given in col-
laboration with the Henry Bugbee
Annual Lecture in Philosophy.
Bugbee, who died in 1999, served
as the chair of UM’s philosophy
department from 1967 to 1972.  
Lecture
to tackle
evolution
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Q1: Just exactly how wasted are you going to be this St. Patrick’s Day?
Q2: If you get inebriated to the point of hallucinating and a leprechaun starts to
follow you around, what will he look like?
Roy Emerson
freshman, business management
Q1: Actually, I’m starting right now when I get back to my room. I’m
looking for at least one of my friends to die from alcohol poisoning.
Q2.: Probably my roommate Dan with a green shirt and green top hat.
Alex Tenenbaum
sophomore, journalism
Q1: Not at all. I’ll be working on my green thumb.
Q2: Probably very friendly. He’d have a big sack
of marshmallows over his right shoulder.
Hunter Gragert
freshman, biology
Q1: I’m gonna be the useless drunk guy at the
party.
Q2: He’s gonna be short with a beard. Maybe with
some square glasses and an earring.
Milan House
freshman, business
Q1:  I probably won’t have my pants on.
Q2: It would probably look like a reli-
gious figure. Like Jesus or Muhammad or
something.
Aaron Sonnenfeld
freshman, psychology
Q1: Naked, slash, beyond belligerent.
Q2: I won’t have perception of anything. I’ll be
that drunk.
JoAnna Mayer
freshman, biology
Q1: I’m from Butte.
Q2:  Well, he’ll look a lot like you with a green hat and
a little shorter.
Monika Bilka
first-year grad student, environmental studies
Q1: I’m going to a sweat lodge.
Q2: It would have to be my friend, Nick, because
when he shrooms he becomes a leprechaun.
We’re excited for St. Patrick’s Day over here at the Kaimin. So to
make sure we’re in a good mood for pints of green beer, we’re going to
let off some steam now.
Dr. Etienne Klein, a particle physicist with the Atomic Energy
Commission of France, is getting Backhands. This week Klein gave a
speech at the University of Montana where he said time travel is impos-
sible. Never been in a DeLorean going 88 mph, have you Klein? You
dream-ruining, French meanie!
Big Ups to the month of March. This is by far the best month.
Modest Mouse, St. Patrick’s Day, the NCAA Tournament and spring
break. College is great.
Chiquita bananas are getting Backhands for giving $1.7 million to a
U.S.-labeled terrorist organization in Colombia called the United Self-
Defense Forces of Colombia. Chiquita has since stopped paying the
group and been fined $25 million, but that doesn’t matter. All these
years we’ve been told terrorists are funded by drugs and it turns out to
be bananas…
Big Ups to Fidel Castro for announcing his plan to again run for
president of Cuba. It takes guts to run for an office you’re guaranteed
to win. Wait. No it doesn’t. Backhands Fidel. Big Backhands.
Big Ups to the European Space Agency’s Mars Express spacecraft
for finding a massive cap of ice on the south pole of the red planet. See?
Why worry about global warming when we can get water from the
Martians?
The U.S. Postal Service is getting Backhands for celebrating the
anniversary of the premiere of the original “Star Wars” by covering
some mailboxes with R2-D2 stickers. Why couldn’t they celebrate it by
getting our packages delivered on time?
Who’s getting Big Ups? Final answer: Regis Philbin. Regis had
bypass surgery this week and is apparently doing well. If Letterman can
make it, we have faith in Regis.
“American Idol” host Simon Cowell is getting Backhands, and
probably not for the reason you’re thinking (yes, of course he’s a dick).
Cowell said this week that he is better than Bruce Springsteen. No way,
ya wanker. You’re better than the E Street Band, surely, but not the
Boss.
Big Ups to the Pascha brothel of Cologne, Germany, for giving a
senior discount (you must be 66 or older). Now that’s the way to retire.
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales is getting Backhands for his
past week of pure awesomeness. Gonzales is taking heat for everything
from the FBI’s admitted misuse of the Patriot Act to firing U.S. attor-
neys who didn’t fit the Bush administration’s politics. He’s pretty much
this month’s Scooter Libby.
Big Ups to the so-called “Midget Gang” of Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia
police there detained the eight-member tiny gang that has admitted to
14 break-ins. Break-ins are pretty lame, but props for equality and
proving that burglary isn’t just a big-man’s game.
The people behind the Oxford English Dictionary have earned
Backhands this week. They announced Thursday that “wiki” will now
be a word. No love for “truthiness,” but “wiki” gets to be a word?
Bollocks. 
Backhands to the DJ for the Big Sky WOMEN’s Basketball
Tournament, who last weekend played the Jet’s song “Cold Hard
Bitch” during a quarterfinal game. Seriously?
We end with Big Ups for Scholastic Inc. for announcing they’ll be
printing 12 million copies of “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows.”
We can all rest easily knowing there’s a copy available for us.
Until next week, you stay classy UM.
 
Response to Mr. Peter Bulger’s
March 1 Kaimin editorial:
“University has dug itself into a
hole with the WPA,” endorsed by
the following members of the
Writing Committee, a subcommit-
tee of the ASCRC:
Professor Nancy Hinman,
Geology and Committee Chair
Professor Kathy Kuipers,
Sociology
Professor Mark Medvetz,
Writing Studies
Professor Kate Ryan, English
and Director of Composition
Professor James Scott, MCLL
As members of the Writing
Subcommittee, we want to
respond to Mr. Bulger’s editorial
in the hopes of engaging Mr.
Bulger and the UM student body
in a dialogue about writing, writ-
ing instruction and writing assess-
ment at the University of
Montana. To begin, we want to
restate what appears to be the
author’s central claim: the fact
that the current General Education
Requirements, or GER, revisions
do not include dropping the
Writing Proficiency Assessment is
a problem - is “unfair” - because
students who pass ENEX 101
struggle to pass the WPA (par. 5).
He goes on to suggest that ENEX
101 is deliberately designed to be
an easy course for students to pass
so UM gets more money from stu-
dents, and then uses the WPA test
to filter out weak writers and pre-
vent students from graduating. We
challenge the logic of this claim
because it reflects misperceptions
about ENEX 101 and its relation-
ship to the WPA in particular, as
well as misunderstandings about
writing instruction and assessment
at UM in general. 
The article assumes that the
function of ENEX 101 is to pre-
pare students to pass the WPA.
ENEX 101 is not intended to pre-
pare students to pass the WPA,
although course outcomes for
ENEX 101 overlap with writing
skills and abilities related to the
WPA. ENEX 101 is a composition
course that seeks to advance the
University’s mission to pursue
academic excellence of writing
instruction, as demonstrated by
the ability of UM students. The
purpose of ENEX 101 is to devel-
op reading, writing and research
strategies to build students’ ability
to think critically through writing
and to communicate effectively in
personal, civic and academic con-
texts. ENEX 101 does not produce
polished writers who write cor-
rectly in all other classes without
any further instruction. First-year
composition students learn rhetor-
ical knowledge; critical thinking,
reading and writing strategies; and
knowledge of generic conventions
to help them develop as writers,
readers and thinkers. As students
move into other learning situa-
tions in different classes and disci-
plines, they continue to learn and
practice writing. Students need
and deserve multiple opportunities
to learn to use writing as a means
of learning content knowledge and
of communicating their under-
standing to others. Regardless of
whether students find ENEX 101
easy is irrelevant because the
course is not intended to be a prep
for the WPA; the WPA has differ-
ent goals.  
To clarify the relationship
between ENEX 101 and the WPA,
we also point to the larger writing
situation at UM. ENEX 101 and
the WPA, along with lower- and
upper-division writing require-
ments, constitute a logical pro-
gression of writing development
as students move through the col-
lege curriculum. While the article
assumes that once a student passes
ENEX 101, the student is done
with learning to write, writing
requirements at UM support the
belief that learning to write is
complicated and occurs over time
and in different contexts. ENEX
101 is the beginning of many stu-
dents’ college writing experience.
Since students should take the
WPA after completing at least 45
credits, students should have
passed both ENEX 101 and one
W-course prior to that time. In
each of the courses, as well as in
the writing assessment, students
encounter different yet related
writing challenges.
Finally, while the ASCRC revi-
sions to the GERs do not alter the
Writing Proficiency Assessment
requirement, the Writing
Subcommittee has entered into
casual conversations about the
WPA. We value assessment as a
tool for understanding and repre-
senting student learning during
writing development. We do need
to continue these conversations
about the WPA and writing assess-
ment in general to help articulate
the goals of the current assessment
and its value to students and facul-
ty. By so doing, other assessment
options may become preferable.
We have identified different
assessment models, including
midcareer portfolio assessment,
program assessment guided by the
Writing Committee (like the
process currently occurring with
the L-perspectives), assessments
that address both writing and crit-
ical thinking, in addition to the
current WPA exam. We want any
writing-related assessment to
reflect the needs of UM student
writers, the goals of writing in the
context of GERs, and the best
writing assessment practices we
can offer.
The Writing Committee’s
efforts this semester, however,
have centered on strengthening
the writing course guidelines at
UM as part of the GER revision.
Our work has focused on articulat-
ing outcomes and requirements
for the lower- and upper-division
writing courses (as well as means
for faculty to meet these outcomes
and requirements with administra-
tive support) because we recog-
nize that the ability to write effec-
tively is fundamental to a liberal
arts education. We believe that in
becoming more proficient writers,
students are better prepared to
succeed in their academic, profes-
sional and civic endeavors, and we
believe that our recommendations
serve to guide this effort. The
Writing Course Guidelines were a
topic of discussion at the ASCRC
meeting on March 6 and the
Writing Committee is working
toward finalizing new guidelines
and developing an implementation
plan.
–Kate Ryan,
assistant professor,
director of composition, 
department of English
Some Nike is sweat-free
In response to the “Students
Rally Against Sweatshops” article
in the March 8 Kaimin:  I was
asked by SESJ to DJ for their
rally, and I did so gladly without
pay. In the article, Graham Scott
stated that the DJ, “… is wearing
Nike gear … they’re protesting
Nike.”  What the Kaimin failed to
ask me is why I was wearing that
piece of Nike apparel.  The jersey
in question happens to be an
Arsenal FC soccer jersey.  I am
proud to say that the jersey was
made 100 percent sweat-free.  
About a decade ago, many
European soccer clubs became
very aware of the worldwide pop-
ularity of their apparel, especially
club jerseys.  The clubs were also
awakened to the role that they
play in the countries who con-
struct these jerseys.  European
clubs have for some time recruited
players from impoverished
nations throughout the world.
Arsenal has two players from the
Ivory Coast, two from Ghana and
several from other Third World
countries. There has been a lot of
pressure from many international
players to provide for the appro-
priate monitoring of factories that
jerseys are made in.  In response,
many European clubs have placed
stringent policies upon factories to
ensure that their official apparel is
made fairly and sweat-free.  FC
Barcelona’s sponsorship space on
their jerseys was recently donated
to UNICEF; because as they state,
“[Barca] … is a staunch defender
of democratic rights and free-
dom.”   
SESJ’s goal is simply to imple-
ment the programs necessary to
correctly and fairly monitor the
facilities that our Grizzlies cloth-
ing is made in, much like the
many soccer clubs throughout
Europe.  I wore the jersey as a
simple example that Nike facili-
ties can be monitored by those
whose name and logo is displayed
on their apparel. I am disappoint-
ed that the Kaimin would take
down a statement without asking
the facts from the other side. 
–Eric Schultz, AKA DJ Taban-E,
junior, history and political science
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
Guest Column
ENEX 101, WPA promote writing skill progression
Letters 
to the editor
Montana Kaimin
Bad grammar makes us [sic]
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Backpack booze, busted bus, backward bicyclist
March 9, 10:50 a.m.
A woman reported that her wal-
let had been stolen from her
unlocked car.  She lost $50 in cash
and $700 had been charged to her
credit card, said Capt. Gary Taylor
with the Office of Public Safety. 
March 9, 11:49 p.m.
Resident assistants noticed some
students entering Knowles Hall
with a backpack. They were suspi-
cious because they heard glass
clanking in the bag, and alerted
Public Safety. Responding officers
found that the bag contained beer
bottles, and cited three men for
underage possession of alcohol. 
“That’s the good thing about
cans,” Taylor said. “You can recy-
cle them, and they’re quieter.” 
One of the men was also arrested
because he was on probation, and
the alleged alcohol consumption
was a violation of its conditions.
The same man was also charged
with disorderly conduct because he
allegedly spit on a number of
things, including two patrol cars. 
March 11, 1:04 a.m.
An injured deer was found on the
tennis courts near Aber Hall. The
deer appeared to have a broken
neck, possibly from trying to
escape the enclosure. Taylor said.
Officers euthanized
the animal. 
March 11, 8:02
a.m.
An officer
noticed an unoccu-
pied car blocking
the entrance to
Garnet Courts in
University Village.
The officer deter-
mined the vehicle
had been hit by
another car, moving it about 20 feet
from its original parking spot,
Taylor said. The officer found
another parked vehicle nearby with
extensive front-end damage. The
vehicle’s owner was cited for fail-
ure to leave notice at the scene of
an accident. 
March 12, 12:29 p.m.
A trumpet, valued at $1,500, was
reported stolen from a car at Sisson
Apartments in University Village. 
March 14, 8:10 a.m.
A sheriff’s deputy spotted a bicy-
clist run a red light at the corner of
Van Buren Street and Broadway
Avenue. The officer drove across
the footbridge and the wrong way
down a one-way street on campus
in pursuit of the bicycler, and
called for assistance from city and
UM police. The biker was eventu-
ally caught near the Liberal Arts
Building on campus. 
Captain Carl Ibsen, with the
Missoula County Sheriff’s
Department, said he did not consid-
er the pursuit excessive. 
“Looking at the report, it looks
like he was real careful not to
endanger any-
body,” Ibsen
said. “The bot-
tom line is if
the guy on the
bike had
stopped, it
wouldn’t have
happened.”
The biker
was charged
with eluding an
officer and a
stoplight viola-
tion.
March 14, 12:32 p.m.
An ASUM Transportation bus
and a Public Safety patrol car col-
lided. There was extensive damage
to the patrol car, but only scratches
to the bus, Taylor said. 
“This is one of those cases where
size does matter,” Taylor said. 
March 15, 3:41 a.m.
A resident of Bannack Court
called police to report an intruder
in his apartment. The intruder was
his ex-girlfriend, who had a key.
The woman had also broken two
windows out of the man’s car,
Taylor said. She was cited for crim-
inal mischief and removed from
the premises. 
Citations:
Brayden Oats, 19, MIP
Tyler Petersen, 19, MIP
Matthew Fehlings, 19, MIP, pro-
bation violation, disorderly con-
duct
Nina Fawn Bailey, 26, failure to
give identification after striking an
unattended vehicle
Lacey Abrahamson, 29, criminal
mischief
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
March 9, 11:49 p.m.
Resident assistants
noticed some students
entering Knowles Hall
with a backpack. They were suspicious
because they heard glass clanking in the
bag and alerted Public Safety.
“That’s the good thing about cans,” Capt. Gary Taylor
with the Office of Public Safety. “You can recycle them,
and they’re quieter.”
Police Blotter
 
HELENA, Mont. – The head of
a group of cities that tried unsuc-
cessfully to buy NorthWestern
Energy was highly critical
Thursday of the proposed sale of
the company to an Australia-based
firm.
Mike Kadas, chairman of
Montana Public Power Inc., told
the Public Service Commission
that Babcock & Brown
Infrastructure was a poor choice
to buy NorthWestern because it
lacked experience in managing
utilities and had no experience
operating in Montana.
“The control of this essential
service to Montanans gets farther
and father away, from Butte to
Sioux Falls, to Sydney,” said
Kadas, a former Missoula mayor
who said he was speaking as a pri-
vate citizen. “We can do better
than this.”
BBI’s $2.2 billion offer to buy
the state’s largest gas and electric
utility company has to be
approved by the Public Service
Commission. Thursday was the
second day of hearings on the
sale, and more testimony was
scheduled for Friday.
Earlier in the day,
Commissioner Bob Raney, D-
Livingston, expressed concern
that international trade treaties
may hamper the PSC’s ability to
regulate the utility.
He also asked Michael Garland,
head of North American infra-
structure for Babcock & Brown,
the parent of company of BBI, if
he would consider moving
NorthWestern’s headquarters to
Montana if the deal were
approved. Garland said it was pos-
sible.
The proposed sale also was crit-
icized by an economist hired by
the Montana Consumer Counsel,
which is opposing the sale. John
Wilson said BBI’s expected long-
term return from NorthWestern
was “way out of line with any-
thing that’s been experienced in
the industry.”
He added that BBI’s plans for
NorthWestern, which he said
included taking out $180 million
in loans to pay shareholders,
would put Montana’s rate payers
at “severe risk.”
Wilson spent most of his testi-
mony explaining a written critique
of the sale that he had previously
submitted to the commission.
Parts of that report were made
public only after news groups,
including The Associated Press,
filed an objection with the com-
mission to get a complete copy.
But the commission voted
Thursday to discuss one of
NorthWestern’s private docu-
ments only in closed hearings.
The document in question was a
long-term financial forecast
Northwestern had made in early
2006.
John Coyle, a lawyer for the
Montana Consumer Counsel,
argued that making the document
public would serve the public
good.
Rebecca Schendel was lucky to
get a job teaching kindergarten in
Missoula, but if the bill to fund
full-time kindergarten classes fails
in Montana’s Legislature, her job
might go down with it.
If it passes, the bill could create
jobs for dozens more teachers like
her.
Schendel, a University of
Montana graduate, teaches full-
time kindergarten at Lowell
Elementary, the only school out of
nine Missoula elementary schools
that offers such a program.
Her class is temporarily funded
by money from a federal grant,
but that money is running out. If
this kindergarten bill passes,
Schendel’s principal, Cindy
Christensen, said she will be able
to keep both of her kindergarten
teachers and her full-time kinder-
garten program.
If not, she will have to sacrifice
a teacher and full-time kinder-
garten will be replaced with two
half-day classes taught by one
teacher.
“It’s painful,” she said. “It’s not
a decision you want to make.”
Down in the school’s basement,
Schendel’s students don’t care
about politics.
As he rubs a crayon over a piece
of paper intently, Riley, a boy in a
yellow sweat shirt, says his
favorite part of the day is lunch
and playtime.
“I like to go places like the
library and music,” he said, “and I
like the pizza here.” 
What Riley doesn’t realize is
that if Senate Bill 123 fails, his
school day will be cut in half and
he will miss lunchtime and after-
noon playtime.
“We need to remember that 5-
year-olds are still 5-year-olds,”
Schendel said. “Playtime is really
a learning time for social skills
and sharing skills.”
But some opponents say that
kindergarten is not worth the
expense and isn’t good for kids.
An opponent to the bill, Rep.
Rick Jore, Constitution-Ronan,
said that full-time kindergarten is
just too expensive and that too
many other required programs
need funding. In a session where
Republicans are worried that they
won’t be able to give enough
money back to Montanans, Jore
said the budget doesn’t have room
for new programs that aren’t
required by the Montana
Constitution. 
“I’m concerned about the over-
all budget,” he said. “It’s not logi-
cal to me that the schools are con-
tending that they are underfunded
on their current programs that are
required, and yet they’re asking
for more money for new pro-
grams.”
Jore, who home-schools his
kids, said he has always argued
against non-required funding for
public education. All parents will
end up paying, he said, and they
shouldn’t have to if they don’t
want to send their children to pub-
lic school.
“Those who want the choice is
fine and dandy,” he said, “but
those who don’t shouldn’t have to
pay for it.”
Another opponent, Rep. Roger
Koopman, R-Bozeman, who also
home-schools his children, said
that young children shouldn’t be
pressured into going to school so
young.  Kids, he said, need to be
allowed to be kids, and it isn’t fair
to send them into such a structured
situation when they may not be
ready for it. 
“They need to be creative and
not be in a one-size-fits-all, 
cookie-cutter situation,” he said.
And that is only one of the rea-
sons he opposes this bill.
Koopman said public schools
aren’t doing a good job. 
“Until they admit they can do
things better, I will not support
kindergarten or any other public
education bill until they get the
message,” he said.
But the supporters stand behind
their belief that children need
more time with kindergarten-level
activities before they move on.
“It’s not about giving the kids
more material,” Schendel said.
“It’s about giving them more time
and more practice with the materi-
al.” 
Another advocate for the bill,
Eric Fever, a statewide teacher’s
representative, said he would be
shocked if full-time kindergarten
didn’t pass. There are too many
people who are dead set on having
full-time kindergarten for it to fail,
he said, even if the Republicans
don’t want to invest in it.
“Schools sometimes look at
kindergarten as (something) they
can’t afford,” he said. “I look at it
from an educational point of view
as something they can’t live with-
out.” 
For Schendel, who has taught
kindergarten both ways, it would
be hard to see the full-time pro-
gram go.
“Now that I have been in a full-
day situation,” she said, “it would
be hard to go back because I have
seen all these good things come
out of it.”
Though other education funding
bills have been gutted in the
House by Republicans, Democrats
have faith they can pull funding
through.
SB 123 passed through the
Senate, 35-15, and is scheduled
for a hearing in the House on
Wednesday.
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BEIJING (AP) – The top U.S.
nuclear envoy said Friday that he
felt a dispute over North Korean
funds held in Macau that had pos-
sibly threatened international
efforts to rid Pyongyang of its
nuclear weapons had been
resolved.
Washington promised to resolve
its blacklisting of the tiny Banco
Delta Asia and the freezing of $24
million in North Korean deposits
as an inducement to Pyongyang to
rejoin international talks on its
nuclear ambitions. A U.S.
Treasury Department decision
Wednesday ordering U.S. banks
to sever ties with Banco Delta
Asia appeared to fall short of
expectations.
But U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State Christopher Hill said he was
confident North Korea would ful-
fill its obligations to close its main
nuclear reactor in exchange for
energy aid and political conces-
sions. “I think they want assur-
ances that the Banco Delta Asia
issues is resolved and we can give
them those assurances that it is
resolved.”
Signing up for the Montana
National Guard could get you a
$15,000 cash bonus, about $500 a
month, and chances are they’ll
even cover your college tuition.
Be wary though, because mili-
tary recruiters make enlisting look
“a lot rosier than it ends up being,”
according to Jon Meredith from
the Committee for Peace
Recruitment.
Meredith has come together
with other Missoula veterans and
citizens to form the Committee for
Peace Recruitment. The commit-
tee provides alternatives to mili-
tary service and aims to educate
the public about the realities of
serving in the armed forces,
Meredith said.
The group formed after several
Missoula parents expressed con-
cern about the flurry of military
marketing that lures their children
into the armed forces, said Kim
Brown, Meredith’s wife and a
member of the committee.
“Our kids were just getting
flooded with phone calls and let-
ters,” Brown said. Promotional
gifts to their kids included
“Frisbees, rock concert tickets,
you name it,” Brown said.
The White House Web site esti-
mates that each new soldier enlist-
ed this year will cost $17,465 in
recruitment costs alone.  
The thousands to be gained
from enlisting is a “big draw for
an awful lot of young people,”
Meredith said.
Meredith’s son is one of those
young people. He joined to get
money to pay for school, Meredith
said.
“That’s why my son spent 12
months in Baghdad and Fallujah,”
he said. 
His son has since returned from
serving in Iraq as a tank company
commander with the First Cavalry.
He now trains reservists and the
National Guard in Fort Bragg,
N.C.  Meredith said his son is
committed to the military and
wants to go back to Iraq.
That’s because money isn’t the
reason most people join, said Sgt.
1st Class Cary Monbarren,
National Guard recruiter for the
University of Montana.
Patriotism, honor and a desire to
serve are the real motivators for
young recruits looking for a new
challenge, he said.
Monbarren asks potential
recruits why they want to join.  If
it’s all about money, he tells them
to apply for Pell Grants and stu-
dent loans, he said.
While recruiters across the
nation struggle to hit enlistment
goals, Monbarren exceeded his by
50 percent last year. ”I’ll probably
do 200 percent of my appointed
goal this year,” he said.
Montana has one of the highest
recruiting rates in the nation. This
is mainly because there is a “dif-
ferent value system up here, more
patriotism,” he said.  
Monbarren uses various
approaches to reach out to UM
students. He sets up informational
tables, handing out brochures in
the UC and at the College of
Technology. Sometimes he “cold
calls” students at home, using
phone numbers from school direc-
tories and yearbooks, he said.
“Some people always will hate
it,” he said. But calling people at
home is a very effective way to
initiate contact, he said. “I’ve
never looked at myself as a sales-
man.  I look at myself as a soldier
first.”
The lure of hard cash doesn’t
erase the hesitation and fear some
people feel when debating a future
in the military. Monbarren tries to
tackle those fears head on, he said. 
“Honesty is always the best pol-
icy,” he said. But, “there are lots
of ways you can spin stuff.”    
“More people got killed in L.A.
last year than were killed in Iraq,”
he said. “You kind of have to put
stuff into perspective, but you
can’t guarantee anything.”
Monbarren warns people inter-
ested in joining the National
Guard that they will be deployed
and the money they get doesn’t
come without a price, he said.
“It’s not just free money,” he
said.  
Major Dean Roberts, from the
Department of Military Science,
doesn’t like the term “recruiting.”
College students at the University
are too savvy for that, he said.
Most young adults are accustomed
to weeding through sales pitches,
so the ROTC tries to grab their
attention by sponsoring activities
like the upcoming science fair for
high school students at the Adams
Center and UM’s triathlon team,
he said.   
The dangers of joining are
indisputable, Roberts said.  There
is “no attempt, at least by our pro-
gram, to mask it,” he said. “We
tell our students that within the
first three years of graduating it is
almost guaranteed that you will
find yourself deployed in a com-
bat environment.”
Roberts cautions about lumping
all military personnel into one
extreme right–wing, flag-waving
group. “All soldiers and officers
are always against war,” he said.
“While others talk about it, we
have to fight it.”
But, Meredith warned that often
times veterans returning from a
tour struggle to get promised ben-
efits. “They have a helluva time
getting their education benefits,”
he said. The Army tries to evade
paying for their promises with
technicalities, he said.  “They
have all kinds of problems getting
their medical benefits.”       
Meredith and Brown also make
it clear that they are not a one-
dimensional anti-military group.  
“We are not anti-military
recruiting,” Brown said. “We are
here to show you what the alterna-
tives are.”
The committee holds meetings
on the first Monday of the month
at the Jeannette Rankin Peace
Center at 5:30 p.m.
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Major Dean Roberts is a professor of UM’s ROTC 100-level classes, advises students in the ROTC program, oversees ROTC scholarships and considers himself
an enrollment officer, not an army recruiter. Roberts became a major in 11 years after graduating from West Point, becoming an Apache Pilot and serving
active duty in Bosnia, Albania, Macedonia and Kosovo. 
U.S. nuclear envoy talks of
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NEW YORK – After four years,
America’s cost for the war in Iraq
has reached nearly $500 billion
–more than the total for the
Korean War and nearly as much as
12 years in Vietnam, adjusting for
inflation. The ultimate cost could
reach $1 trillion or more.
A lot of money? No question.
But even though the war has
turned out to be much more
expensive than Bush administra-
tion officials predicted on the eve
of the March 2003 invasion, it is
relatively affordable – at least in
historical terms.
Iraq eats up less than 1 percent
of the nation’s gross domestic
product, compared with as much
as 14 percent for Vietnam and 9
percent for Korea.
“I think it’s hard to argue it’s not
affordable,” said Steven M.
Kosiak, director of budget studies
at the Center for Strategic and
Budgetary Assessments, a defense
think tank in Washington, D.C.
The problem, he and other
budget analysts argue, isn’t so
much the overall cost of the Iraq
war. It’s the way the government
has chosen to pay for it.
For one thing, war funding for
both Iraq and Afghanistan has
come in the form of supplemental
appropriations outside the normal
federal budget process. Typically
these “supplementals” are used to
pay for unexpected emergencies
such as Hurricane Katrina, and
they receive much less scrutiny
from Congress.
President Truman quit asking
for supplementals after the first
year of the Korean War. The
Vietnam War started appearing in
the federal budget beginning in
1966, the year after regular troops
were committed.
But after four years the Iraq war
is still being funded with supple-
mentals. In December, congres-
sional budget leaders from both
parties sent a letter to President
Bush asking him to start paying
for Iraq through the traditional
budget process. The administra-
tion has done that in its 2008
budget year request – but not
before asking for another $100
billion supplemental to keep the
war going through the end of this
year.
And during previous wars, pres-
idents have asked Americans to
make tough sacrifices in order to
help pay for the war effort, said
Robert Hormats, a managing
director at Goldman Sachs and
author of the forthcoming book
“The Price of Liberty: Paying for
America’s Wars.”
Virtually every war in U.S. his-
tory has required the government
to borrow at least some money,
Hormats said. But Franklin D.
Roosevelt also eliminated some
New Deal programs and cut others
to help pay for World War II (the
most expensive of American wars,
it cost more than $2 trillion in
inflation-adjusted dollars). Truman
raised taxes and slashed domestic
spending to help pay for Korea.
“No such thing has occurred”
during this war, Hormats lamented
this month during a panel discus-
sion held at the New School’s
Schwartz Center for Economic
Policy Analysis in New York City.
“This war we had no reassessment
of fiscal policy, no alteration of
fiscal policy to make room in the
budget to pay for the war.”
Instead, the war is being paid
for with debt.
Administration officials down-
play the war’s cost and the grow-
ing defense budget, which will be
larger by the end of this year than
at any time since World War II.
Defense Secretary Robert M.
Gates acknowledged in Congressional
testimony last month that his depart-
ment’s 2008 budget request, along
with supplemental funding for the
war, had produced some “sticker
shock.” But he pointed out that
defense and war spending is still
only about 4 percent of the
nation’s total economic output, a
much smaller fraction that it has
been historically.
If anything, notes former
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey, that’s
a testament to how big and strong
the U.S. economy has become in
the past few decades.
“We’ve demonstrated tremen-
dous capacity to do a very, very
expensive program,” said Kerrey,
a Democrat who now serves as
president of the New School.
He and others say that the con-
tinued strength of the economy
itself is a demonstration of the
war’s affordability. But with pro-
jections that the costs of Social
Security and especially Medicare
are about to go through the roof –
not to mention the possibility of
future national security crises –
the war is contributing to a fiscal
problem that is expected to
become increasingly apparent
over the course of the next decade.
And the war’s costs will contin-
ue to accrue long after the last
U.S. troops finally leave Iraq. A
recent study by Linda Bilmes of
Harvard University’s Kennedy
School of Government put the
total cost of providing medical
care and disability benefits to vet-
erans of Iraq and Afghanistan at
$350 billion to $700 billion.
That huge cost is partly a result
of the number and type of casual-
ties the Iraq war has produced.
Troops in Iraq have a much better
chance of surviving serious
injuries than those wounded in
previous wars; there have been 16
troops wounded there for every
fatality, compared to 2.6 injuries
per death in Vietnam and 2.8 in
Korea.
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Theron Conger, riding a Vandal Misdemeanor bike, does a tail whip on the Oval Thursday afternoon. Conger says the tail whip is his favorite,
but also the most difficult, trick.
War may cost $1 trillion
MATT CRENSON
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It’s a ramshackle house, tucked
somewhere between the tin-sheet
warehouses and tumbling arteries
of Malfunction Junction. The
fence separating it from the street
is made of old bicycle wheels
bolted into a barrier of blinking
chrome. A sprawling outdoor fire-
place cooks quinoa dinners and
warms the residents, spitting
embers late into the night. A small
greenhouse below the porch has a
crop of chard, mustard greens,
wheat grass and garlic peeping
from its loam.    
Inside the house, where the air
is still tangy with the scent of cur-
ried tofu, people bustle around a
room lined wall to wall with
books. A classical guitar sits in the
corner. Atop bookshelves and cup-
boards, four vases hold the rem-
nants of long-withered flowers.  
In one vase, a dozen blood-tone
roses stand under a halo of babies’
breath. They were pulled from
Dumpsters.  Now they are resur-
rected.  
The house is known as the
Laboratory for the “crazy, social
and material experiments and
projects” that come out of it.  The
house is dispatch headquarters for
the Missoula Free School, a small
but growing anarchist group seek-
ing an end to the elitism, passivity
and hierarchy of traditional educa-
tion. The house is the home of the
majority of the group’s members.
Step on in, have something to eat.  
And welcome to the revolution.
Wally Catton, one of two vic-
tims of a random assault on
Higgins Avenue in 2005, is part of
the group, a young man as quick
with his smiles as he is warm with
his hellos.  He’d grab you by the
hand, but right now he’s covered
in papier-maché paste.  He settles
for a phantom shake, flicks his
hair back and introduces his com-
panions.
The room is full of them, all up
to their elbows in the construction
of giant cardboard puppets for two
anti-war rallies this coming
Sunday and Monday. One is a car-
icature rifle that will carry a giant
cardboard sunflower in its barrel.
It will be held in the hands of a
Zapatista revolutionary effigy.
Another, Catton’s, is called the
“war machine.” It is the bust of a
robotic beast with metallic eyes,
sharp antennae and a jagged jaw
line that drips sinisterly.
Max Granger, dressed in a black
hooded sweat shirt and brown
cargo pants, helps Catton support
his war machine on the table.
Granger nods at the books on the
walls.  
“It’s kind of an underground
community library,” he says.
“Hopefully it’s just beginning, but
we’re running out of wall space.”  
Granger has been part of the
Missoula Free School since its
conception two years ago. In its
infancy, the Free School offered
the community classes at no cost,
in everything from bike building
to herbal medicine to anarchic-
feminist theory, without the
“bureaucratic, hierarchical and
costly nature of formal school-
ing.”       
The original Free School took a
hiatus, Granger says, after several
of its members left town. But three
months ago, it started anew, with
hopes that its second incarnation
will be a major movement in
Missoula.  
Granger says the group has
retained its original goal – an ideal
held by similar free schools
nationwide – of promoting active
and empowering ways of learning
to become a more engaged citizen.
Granger says the school hopes to
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The Free School offer classes ranging from building bicycles to first aid care for protests to gardening to ethics and legal rights. The building is located near
Malfunction Junction.
UM junior Katy Kelly, left, and Tom Daily construct puppets Wednesday night for the anti-Iraq war rally on Sunday at Caras Park and another on Monday on the Oval.
Missoula Free School shakes a f ist at traditional hierarchy to educate the community
Higher       narchy
Story by Jacob Baynham
Photos by Hugh Carey
 
offer both practical classes on top-
ics like gardening, silk-screening,
first aid for protests and giant pup-
pet making, as well as intellectual
classes on ethics, sustainability,
legal rights and more. Classes are
taught around town, in places like
the Missoula Public Library, the
Unitarian Church and the Boys
and Girls Club.     
The Free School relies on inter-
ested community members to
teach subjects in which they are
knowledgeable. Granger says the
group would like to set up garden-
ing classes that train pre-released
prisoners to become gardening
teachers.  
“It would break down the idea
that to be a teacher you have to
have gone to school for a number
of years,” Granger says, “when
really there’s a lot of people out
there who have never been to
school who know a lot more than
someone with a degree.”  
The Missoula Free School takes
its inspiration from philosophers
like Paulo Freire, who advocated
education as the necessary precur-
sor to any revolution, as well as
the anarchist movement in gener-
al.  
“There’s a huge difference
between anarchy and disorder,”
Granger says. He cites the Free
School and the Laboratory as
examples.  Both are smooth-run-
ning operations, he says, where
decisions are made by consensus
and unanimity.  
“The organization is not top-
down. The decisions are made col-
lectively.  The work is done col-
lectively,” he says.  “The Free
School follows the anarchist sys-
tem because we’re trying in an
organized fashion to organize non-
hierarchical education.”  
Granger is a University of
Montana student, along with
about three-quarters of the dozen-
or-so active Free School members.
He studies history and Spanish.  
“The university system itself,
because of the fact that it’s a
bureaucratic institution, even a
capitalist institution … there will
be problems in that,” Granger
says.  But he still finds teachers
with the ability to blend quality
education into the mix.  
“The good stuff that goes on at
the University is subversive,” he
says. “Subversive to the institu-
tion.”  
And it’s educational practices
across the board, not just in uni-
versities, that have faulty systems,
he said.  Public high schools have
some of the worst.  
“That’s where the power rela-
tions are really extreme,” he says.  
As Granger speaks, Laboratory-
resident Steven Schorzman enters
the room, alights upon an over-
stuffed chair and curls his fingers
around a gourd of maté tea.  His
hair is scruffy, and his jacket is
covered in patches, one of which
reads “Anti-Capitalist” in Coca-
Cola script.  On the wall behind
him, flush against a heavily laden
bookshelf, is a map of the world,
turned sideways.  
“Partly for space, and partly to
make a statement about the racist
nature of geography,” Granger
explains.  
Schorzman takes a pull from his
maté and raises his eyebrows to
request an explanation.  
“Because north is on top,”
Granger finishes.    
Around the corner, in the
kitchen, Erica Dossa suds the last
of a pyramid of dishes, while
standing alone atop a linoleum-
tiled floor darkened with apple
crumbles from the night’s dessert.
Dossa, who takes her family name
from a Hungarian peasant king, is
a junior in ecology at UM.  She’s
been living at the Laboratory since
last semester.  
“They’re really awesome,” she
says of the group, “so I became
their friend.” 
Dossa says the Free School is
teaching people to be more active
in their communities. University
lectures are too often filled with
the same people doing the same
things, she says. Dossa wants to
be a scientist, although she would-
n’t like to work for any corpora-
tion or the government.
Behind her, next to a hanging
basket of browning bananas, is a
poster on the fridge advertising a
rally on Monday at noon on the
UM Oval. “FUCK THIS WAR,” it
reads.  Beside it is a photograph
Granger took when hopping trains
in the Midwest. The picture is of a
new Hummer, dwarfing the
pumps at a gas station named
“Freedom.”  
“I had to get a picture of it,” he
says. 
Below that picture is another,
this one pulled from the Internet.
It is of a boy in a dusty Palestinian
street, hurling a rock at an Israeli
tank barreling toward him.            
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The Free School building is adjoined to a house, where seven renters currently live. 
The “library” sits in the living room with books ranging from subjects like political theories to Latin
America to environmental studies.  The Free School offers free checkout of the books and classes to
the community for no cost. 
UM junior Sarah Stock, left, and Wally Catton construct the “war machine” cardboard puppet that they will march with during the rallies.
Upcoming Free School events:  
Weekly meetings, Mondays, 7 p.m., Break Espresso,
downtown.
Classes and events:
•Introduction to Silk-Screening: Today, 3 to 6 p.m. at 1009
Sussex Ave. – bring a transparency of the image you’d like
to print. 
•First Aid for da Streets:  Saturday 3 to 7 p.m., Missoula
Public Library Conference Room.
•Anti-War Rally: Sunday at noon in Caras Park.
•Know Your Rights: Sunday, 3 to 7 p.m., Unitarian
Church, corner of Higgins and Mcleod. 
•Anti-War Rally: Monday at noon on the UM Oval.  
Call 721-5646 for questions.
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Early, a female gray Weimaraner, peeps through the gates at the Humane Society of Western Montana Thursday afternoon.  Early is
one of approximately 140 dogs that are waiting to be adopted.  Many dogs and cats are brought in to the Humane Society because
either their previous owners did not have time for them or the breed was just not right for their lifestyles.  Approximately 640 dogs
and 860 cats were adopted last year.  
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WAVES OF MUSIC RISEand fall in the vast digital oceans of
Limewire and BitComet, throwing
up a white spray of tunes like
Modest Mouse’s new single
“Dashboard.” Music-hungry pir-
ates roam these waters, seizing
musical booty from the hard drives
of others. 
The world has entered a new
age, one where digital technology
and the Internet puts information
within a mouse click of home.
Copyright infringement has experi-
enced an algae bloom as a result,
and many in the music industry are
struggling to fight back the tides of
digital piracy.
“I think they’re desperate in that
the revenue models have complete-
ly changed,” said Scott Douglas,
manager of the University of
Montana’s Entertainment Manage-
ment Program.
According to a year end report
from the Recording Industry
Association of America, CD ship-
ments in the U.S. dropped by 237.1
million between 2000 and 2005.
Between 2004 and 2005 alone, 
digital purchases of music albums
rose by 9-million.
The recording industry claims
one of the chief reasons for
decreased CD sales is the dramatic
increase in digital piracy over the
past decade. Since the glory days
of peer-to-peer (p2p) pioneer
Napster, file-sharing software
engines have darted in and out of
the limelight like fish. But instead
of regularly targeting these fly-by-
night networks, the recording
industry seeks out and punishes
individual copyright offenders,
many of them university students
using high-speed campus servers. 
“Because the users – they feel –
are DIRECT (sic) infringers – the
(universities) are more like ISPs
(Internet Service Providers),” said
Milton Olin, an entertainment
counsel and former Chief operating
officer of Napster, in an e-mail
interview with the Kaimin this
week.
If p2p networks are the waters on
which today’s pirates sail, the
RIAA is the mighty galleon of jus-
tice fighting to enforce copyright
law. 
Several weeks ago, the RIAA
announced that it would be sending
hundreds of letters to computer
users nationwide over the next few
months demanding out-of-court
settlements for copyright viola-
tions. 
“I think they’re going after stu-
dents and the individual public
because they’re least likely to fight
back,” Douglas said.
The RIAA has brought suits
against roughly 18,000 pirates
since fall of 2003, including more
than 1,000 students on 130 separate
campuses. But why the sudden
surge? Why launch a massive
crackdown effort on digital piracy
nationwide this spring?
“No idea,” Olin said. “But like
the guy who robbed banks said
when asked why he robbed banks:
‘Because that’s where the 
money is.’”
Douglas said he believes the
recording industry is “creating a
viral message” for the general 
public and that “this isn’t OK.”
Near-weekly mergers of record
labels and recent rashes of layoffs
in the industry indicate a possible
drying up of the revenue pool that
may or may not be due to piracy, he
said.
“They’re certainly stream-
lining…the last place I’d want to
be employed right now is on the
label side,” Douglas said.
Though the recording industry is
quick to point the finger at digital
piracy, a newly released study con-
ducted by the Harvard Business
School in fall 2002 reveals some
evidence to the contrary. 
One example cited in the study
uses the “8 Mile” movie sound-
track to illustrate the popularity of
music both on the shelf and on the
Web. While the album was down-
loaded 1,799 times, it also became
the second-highest selling CD 
during the study’s 2002 
observation period. 
The study also offers several the-
ories for the decline in CD sales
throughout the early 2000s, linking
it to changes in the market such as
a sales shift from record stores to
cheaper retailers such as Wal-Mart. 
“About one-half of the RIAA’s
reported decline in CD shipments
can be linked to the resulting
reduction in store inventories,” the
study says. 
Regardless of the impact piracy
has on the recording industry, some
students at the UM continue to
download music unfazed by the
potential legal consequences.
“I really haven’t come across
anyone who really looks down on
it,” said freshman Devin Iverson.
“I don’t really view it as wrong.”
For many potential pirates, the
slow speed of Internet servers on
campus is an effective deterrent. 
“It’s kind of a bitch to download,
‘cause the servers are set so low,”
Iverson said.
But speed matters little to
Iverson. 
“Most of the time it doesn’t
bother me because I’ll leave my
computer on, let it do its thing and
go to class,” Iverson said.
Iverson regularly uses p2p net-
works like BitComet and other tor-
rents to augment his digital
archive, though he downloads
music by underground bands
almost exclusively. A native of
Boise, Idaho, he has worked close-
ly with the underground music
industry as a promoter and inter-
viewer. Even at shows in Missoula,
he often asks bands their opinions
on digital piracy.
“They said, ‘We don’t care 
really,’” Iverson said.
According to Iverson, under-
ground bands rely less on CD sales
for revenue than mainstream
bands. Instead, those bands prefer
that listeners download their music
illegally, develop an interest and
pay to see them at shows. For
mainstream artists, however, 
concerns about piracy are justified,
he said.
“I think it affects the main-
stream artists definitely,” Iverson
said. “They don’t tour as much and
stuff, so it would hurt their profits I
guess.”
Another UM freshman, Ariel
Cooper, said he’s bounced from
p2p network to p2p network. He’s
transitioned from Napster to
Morpheus to KaZaA, switching to
acquire faster download 
capabilities.
“Three people were on it
(KaZaA) and you couldn’t get any
bandwidth,” Cooper said. 
Cooper estimated the total num-
ber of songs he has downloaded
illegally at about 3,000. But he
rarely uses p2p networks anymore,
and speed isn’t the only reason, he
said. 
“I guess I do a lot of music on
MySpace now, and I can’t really
find the songs I want on those
servers,” Cooper said. 
At UM, reported cases of illegal
downloading activities have
dropped significantly in the past
few months. Only one offense has
been reported since the beginning
of the semester, a change from the
pattern typical of previous semes-
ters, said Jesse Neidigh of the
DirectConnect office
“They would come in bursts,” he
said.
In the past DirectConnect would
deal with upwards of five or six
abuses a week, then experience a
week or two of silence. To combat
piracy activity, DirectConnect
releases news letters and attempts
to educate students about the 
illegalities of copyright 
infringement, Neidigh said.
“We try to be really proactive
and … help them out before they
get caught,” Neidigh said.
DirectConnect, Residence Life
and the Information Technology
office work together to keep stu-
dents in line with copyright law
and the student conduct code. Any
offenses reported by the RIAA,
which polices p2p networks for
pirates, are dealt with quickly.
Resident technical assistants help
students remove p2p software from
computers, and Residence Life
director Ron Brunell meets with
offenders to review infractions.
“What I tell them is they can’t
legally do this on the network,”
Brunell said.
The recording industry isn’t con-
cerned with how many songs a
pirate has downloaded illegally, but
wishes to bring even first-time vio-
lators to justice.
“I’ve had a student in here that
RIAA reported to me that down-
loaded one song,” Brunell said.
Brunell said students should
exercise caution when considering
breaking federal copyright law, as
well as the student conduct code. 
“They’ve been painted with a
target, so they want to be very-
careful,” he said.
And recent activity on the legal
front of the recording industry
serves as proof that pirates could be
in deep trouble. Twenty individuals
at North Dakota State University in
Fargo are among the hundreds now
facing possible court battles with
the RIAA. No pirate is safe from
the galleon of justice.
“They (students) download all
those media because they can’t
afford it,” said Antony Jo, a UM
RTA. “Fifteen dollars a CD? Yeah,
not so much.” 
So, is there a solution?
“I think that (the) p2p networks
would like to figure out a way to
monetize p2p distro(bution) so that
they could provide money and stay
in business,” Olin said.
“Remember their view is that you
don’t HAVE (sic) to share copy-
righted material on their networks.
There are some uses that are quite
‘good’ – i.e. I can share my home
video or home audio with Aunt
Marcy in San Jose.”
Top: Devin Iverson, a freshman majoring in busi-
ness administration and international business,
downloads MP3 files of underground music off
BitComet.com. Iverson would rather spend his
money to go to live shows.
Left: Ray Ford, associate vice president of the
information technology office, oversees the oper-
ations of the UM servers, which provide the
Internet and networking capabilities on campus.
Ford doesn’t have a key to get to the undisclosed
server location, which is located behind three sep-
arate locked doors. 
”
“(Students) have beenpainted with a target,so they want to bevery carful.
—Ron Brunell, director of
Residents Life
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Modest Mouse stays afloat on ‘Sank’
Editor’s Note: This is a review of
a leaked version of Modest
Mouse’s new
album, “We
Were Dead
Before the Ship Even Sank,” which
is slated for release on March 20.
Because the album was leaked in
late February, it’s likely that the
leak is identical to the official
release. 
“We Were Dead Before the Ship
Even Sank” abandons the dozy,
airy sound that kept me from ever
listening to 2004’s “Good News
for People Who Love Bad News.”
The first four tracks on the album
each have a punchy, upbeat
rhythm; it’s not until track five,
“Parting of the Sensory,” that the
album takes a break.
The departure from the drowsi-
ness that plagued the somehow
successful second single “Ocean
Breathes Salty” on “Good
News…” is thanks in no small part
to the addition of The Smiths co-
founder Johnny Marr to Modest
Mouse’s lineup. Most notably in
“Dashboard” (this album’s first
single) and “Florida” (certainly a
candidate for single No. 2), the
influence of the punk guitar pio-
neer is impossible to ignore. But
like Marr’s former partner
Morrissey, Modest Mouse front-
man Isaac Brock’s vocal style is
unmistakable.
Much to my delight, the pres-
ence of Johnny Marr didn’t make
me feel like I was listening to a
Smiths album, sans Morrissey.
“We Were Dead…” never stepped
outside of Modest Mouse’s well-
established style.
The album picks up its energy
on track seven, “We’ve Got
Everything,” which alternates
between Brock’s signature growl-
ing lead vocals and a background
vocal line reminiscent of The
Shins’ James Mercer. “Fly in a Jar”
follows, recalling Modest Mouse’s
true claim to fame – moderate
tempo, soaring guitar lines and
hammered, growling vocals. Track
nine, “Little Motel” recalls the
band’s last album, and will more
than likely be licensed by Warner
Bros. for use on a teen-oriented TV
drama.
“Steam Engenius,” “People as
Places as People,” and “Invisible”
end the album on a high note. The
12th track, “Spitting Venom,”
throws a curveball to the listener
between the other high-energy
enders. The eight-and-a-half
minute epic starts with a plain,
Western-sounding acoustic guitar
and vocal verse, but is taken over
by dueling electric guitars that are
as “old Modest Mouse” as can be.
It’s as if Johnny Marr forgot that
he’s only been in the band for a
short time and adopted a lead style
that apes  “A Different City,” from
“The Moon and Antarctica.” The
driving middle section retracts,
leaving a meandering guitar sup-
porting a horn section and quieter,
introspective vocals. 
I know that millions of hipsters
and music elitists (rather, millions
of people who wish they were one
of the two) will complain about
how Modest Mouse has been on a
downhill slide since 2000’s “The
Moon and Antarctica.” I know I
did. The even “truer” fans will say
the same but refer to 1997’s
“Lonesome Crowded West” as the
Washington ensemble’s pinnacle.
For some reason, despite what I
thought was plenty of evidence to
the contrary in “High Fidelity,” in
order for something to be hip, it
has to be rough, uncut or, in gener-
al, poorly produced.
But “We Were Dead…” has
brought Modest Mouse back up a
notch or three. The glossy, studio-
finished sound that the album has
shouldn’t be looked at as detrimen-
tal –– it means that the band had
the resources, time and energy they
needed to finish the album the way
they meant it. Many a celebrated
“rough” album is only that way
because start-up bands don’t have
the money for a better production;
compare Elliott Smith’s self-titled
album to “Figure 8,” or Nirvana’s
“Bleach” to “In Utero.”
Maybe it’ll hurt my indie cred,
but I’m willing to risk it to say this,
Modest Mouse’s third major-label
release, is on par with “Lonesome
Crowded West.” It’s not great for
the same reasons, but it brings
back the raw energy that Modest
Mouse used to have, and the addi-
tion of Johnny Marr gives their
sound a new edge.
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Jody Miller gets the boot in third round
Bought your Modest Mouse
tickets online because you didn’t
want to stand in line at the UC?
And they’re not here yet?
Join the club.
But have no fear – Gale Price,
director of UM Productions, is on
the case.
“We’ve been getting calls about
it,” she said.
The Web sites inticketing.com
and ravenhouseltd.com both sold
tickets for Friday’s Modest Mouse
show, but both groups failed to
send tickets to fans. 
“There was an unfortunate
event where neither company was
able to get tickets to their buyers,”
Price said.
The result: UM Productions
will have a table outside of
University Theatre with a list of
both company’s buyers and tick-
ets ready.
Price said people should bring a
photo ID and their confirmation e-
mail from the company they
bought from.
“This sort of thing happens,”
Price said. “No one is going to be
left without a ticket.” 
–– Pat Duganz
Despite a strong following and
a nationwide Facebook campaign,
Aber Hall resident assistant Jody
Miller failed to make it past the
third round of Country Music
Television’s “Music City
Madness” tournament.
Miller made it to the third
round, or top 16 contestants, with
his homemade music video, beat-
ing out major regional performing
artists. The online portion of the
contest featured 64 videos, select-
ed by CMT critics from more than
600 submissions. 
The defeat has left Miller feel-
ing anything but defeated, though.
“I think about the whole thing
pretty damn positively,” Miller
said. “I made it to the top 16 in the
nation with the first song I wrote.
That’s pretty cool.”
“The Other Side of the World,”
Miller’s song about a prisoner of
war in Iraq, was a respectful trib-
ute to his friends and the other sol-
diers overseas. Although the qual-
ity of the song is undeniable,
Miller said the quality of his
music video hurt him in the end.
“People without a vested inter-
est in the artists started voting, so
it became a lot more about the
music video and less about the
artist,” he said. “My video was
just me sitting in my living room
singing; the people that are in the
top eight all have good music
videos. But this was a really good
experience. It gives me motivation
to keep doing what I’m doing, and
see what people think.”
Earlier in the contest, Miller
found some inspiration in a talent
agency based in Nashville. He’s
currently working on a demo CD
they asked him to send to them,
but he’s keeping his dreams realis-
tic. He said he’s not going to drop
his 17 credits and move to
Tennessee.
“I’ll just keep working on
music on the side. You can’t force
things like this – if you try to force
yourself into the music industry,
people will reject you. They have
no remorse,” he said.
But Miller said he would readi-
ly drop out for a semester or more
if he were offered a record con-
tract or a spot on a national tour.
“It’d be the worst business deci-
sion ever to turn down a contract,”
he said. “It’d be stupid – ‘Sorry,
no thanks, I can’t take your mil-
lion-dollar contract, I need to fin-
ish five or six more years of
school so I can make $72,000 a
year as a lawyer.’”
Miller will be performing
tonight at Sean Kelly’s with the
band Showdown. The show starts
at 10 p.m. and is free to all bar
patrons 21 and older.
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Photo courtesy of Modestmouse.com
This isn’t the cover of Modest Mouse’s new CD. We don’t have a picture of it. This is a screenshot from
their Web site that we made ourselves. “We Were Dead...” is out March 20. 
M
K
M o n t a n a
K a i m i n
Review
Tickets bought online will be at the door
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So, you didn’t get Modest Mouse tickets?
Kaimin Arts offers up some advice if you’re stuck without a ticket to Friday’s concert and need to feel better inside
Tonight’s the big night for the
approximately 1,000 Modest
Mouse concertgoers.  
But what about the people who
showed up at 7 a.m. that fateful
Friday and didn’t get tickets?
Don’t fret; this one’s for you.
•Go see “300.” I haven’t seen it
but I think everyone else did.
Apparently it’s about 300 Spartans
battling hundreds of thousands of
Persians, but you knew that
because, as I stated, everyone
besides me saw it. 
•Prepare yourself for St.
Patrick’s Day. Get a costume put
together that will have your fellow
revelers impressed with your eye
for detail. You could go to Butte a
day early and check out the old
buildings and Berkeley Pit before
your drunkenness sets in. 
•What if you still can’t get over
the fact that your friend who bare-
ly knows about Modest Mouse is
going? Tell your friend that
you’ve seen them a plethora of
times and it isn’t that big of a deal
that you aren’t making this one.
Then go to your room and cry.
•Call your grandmother. You
haven’t talked to her since two
Thanksgivings ago and you know
she’d love to hear from her
ungrateful grandson or grand-
daughter. And leaving a message
doesn’t count. You know she
doesn’t know how to use that new-
fangled contraption.
•And if you just can’t miss this
show? Act like you’re either with
the band or the stage crew. This
actually is a terrible idea and in no
way do I condone it.
•Hit the books. When was the
last time you took a break from
the fast lane and studied on a
Friday night? In 10 years you can
tell your waiter friends who went
to the show that you are now a
successful political analyst
because you stayed in and worked
hard on a Friday night. 
•If you just can’t get over how
depressed you are, sit in your
room with “The Moon &
Antarctica” playing, preferably
the track “Perfect Disguise,” and
cry yourself to sleep. I don’t sug-
gest this either, but sometimes a
good cry is, well, good. At least
that’s what an old therapist said to
me, and she charged a lot.
So just look on the bright side.
Sure, Modest Mouse won’t be
playing in Missoula again any
time soon, but remember: Good
things come to those who wait. I
actually don’t believe that, but I’m
trying to be optimistic.
You’ll live to fight another day,
or in this case, see Modest Mouse.
So make like the Spartans and
toughen up … except I think they
die at the end … yikes. 
Missing this concert might be
worse than I realized 500 words
ago.
DYLAN LASLOVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN
If you were born after 1985,
you’ve grown up in a world of
video games. The NES was
released in America in 1985, the
Sega Genesis was released in
1989 and the Super Nintendo fol-
lowed it in 1990. By the time
someone born in 1985 turned 10,
PlayStation was released, and its
descendant, PlayStation 2, was in
stores by the time that person
could drive.
You missed out on one of
childhood’s best adventures:
playing outside.
I can imagine I’m running
through a rain forest, searching
for a lost idol. All it takes is a
wooded area near my house, a
few friends, and a vague recol-
lection of “Raiders of the Lost
Ark.” But with an Atari and
“Pitfall,” I can live out the same
adventure, the way Activision
intended: without leaving my
couch. 
One of my favorite pastimes
when I was young was to play
“guns” with my friends. We’d
take our wooden and plastic gun-
shaped toys, ranging from Nerf
weapons to historically accurate
Civil War replicas and battery-
operated “Ghostbusters” proton
weapons. Then we’d pretend to
shoot the shit out of each other. If
you haven’t gotten into a scuffle
with a friend over who did or did
not hit whom, you haven’t lived.
Now, thanks to gang violence,
school shootings and general
hoplophobia, kids can’t really
run around the street pointing
gun-like objects at each other and
screaming. But thanks to the
geniuses at Rockstar Games, kids
can play guns all they want, in
the era of their choosing (well,
they can choose from early-‘80s
Miami, early-‘90s California or
modern New York) with the
“Grand Theft Auto” series of
games. And not only do they get
to play guns, but they learn about
Yakuzas, hookers and cocaine
trafficking, gang battles, and, of
course, all kinds of fun words to
say when Mom’s not around.
But playing outside brings
benefits that superior game play
and lifelike graphics can never
replace. 
As much as I privately mock
ultimate-Frisbee players and
slack-liners, at least they’re play-
ing outside. Did you know that
you can play sports (and even
pretend to be a pro!) without hav-
ing to turn on your PS2? It’s pos-
sible. Do it.
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Kaimin Arts would like you to know:
Just because we own five
Bright Eyes albums, it doesn’t
mean we’re emo. 
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Athletes can fill out brackets, can’t place bets
Like their classmates across
campus, University of Montana
student-athletes are allowed to
participate in NCAA Tournament
pools without risking their eligi-
bility. 
Stacey Osburn, the associate
director for public and media rela-
tions with the NCAA, said that as
long as there is no entry fee to par-
ticipate, student-athletes – even
those participating in the tourna-
ment – are not in violation of
NCAA bylaws. 
“Think of that more as a compe-
tition rather than sports wager-
ing,” she said.
The NCAA’s bylaws read that it
is a violation to compete in a
bracket contest only when “there
is a fee required to participate with
an opportunity to win a prize.”
Montana Athletic Director Jim
O’Day said he could understand
the NCAA’s point of view. 
“I’m sure what they’re doing is
sending a message to take any and
all gambling very seriously,” he
said.
A number of tournament pools
have popped up on the social net-
working Web site Facebook.com
where there is no entry fee, though
the top finishers can win up to
$25,000.
As of Tuesday evening, 82 of
140 student-athletes – with
Facebook profiles open to anyone
in the Montana network – were
participating in pools.
“They are allowed to partici-
pate, but of course it’s strongly
discouraged,” Osburn said. The
NCAA promotes that the tourna-
ment can be fun without money
being involved, according to its
Web site.
At least two NCAA schools
have felt that there was enough
concern with Facebook pools to
take action. Brown University and
the University of Georgia both
banned their athletes from partici-
pating in the pools, according to
published reports in each school’s
student newspaper. 
“We went back and forth,” said
Sarah Fraser, Brown’s compliance
officer. “We want to err on the side
of caution.
“It just seems like such a fine
line between actually placing a bet
and having an opportunity to win
money on sports.”
O’Day and Associate Athletic
Director Jean Gee were initially
made aware of this dilemma on
Tuesday evening, after the Kaimin
inquired as to whether it was an
infringement of NCAA rules.
Despite both initially thinking it
was a violation, O’Day and Gee
later retracted their statements and
said student-athletes are in the
clear. 
“I had to go to my kid to see
what kind of pool this was,”
O’Day said. “It’s a good eye open-
er. It makes you think before you
get into something. That’s a posi-
tive you can take out of it.” 
As for the decisions by Brown
and Georgia, O’Day said he
understood, but didn’t envision
UM taking similar steps in the
near future. 
“Student-athletes have to be
treated the same as every student
on campus, as long as it’s legal,”
he said. 
Senior Chris Mosbacher, who
competes on the UM track team,
was one of the student-athletes
who was entered in Facebook
pools. 
“It just seems harmless, it just
seems like checking your e-mail,”
he said of Facebook. “I just
thought it would be fun to get
everybody together – all my old
friends, all my new friends – and
see who does the best.” 
Jason Washington has been
eighty-sixed as a quarterback for
the University of Montana foot-
ball team – literally.
This spring, the senior has tran-
sitioned from quarterback –  the
only position he’s really ever
played – to wide receiver. With
that move came a change in jersey
numbers, from his familiar No. 7
to No. 86.
Washington is one of a handful
of Griz players who have been
switched to other positions during
spring practices, which began this
week. Others include sophomore
Jace Palmer, who moved from
linebacker to defensive end, and
freshman Chase Reynolds, for-
merly a running back and now a
receiver.
UM head coach Bobby Hauck
said the players have looked com-
fortable in their new roles,
although it’s early in the season.
He added that it’s not uncommon
for players to change positions in
the spring, and that it’s just a mat-
ter of finding the right guys for the
right positions.
“Most of it’s us (the coaches)
deciding that’s where they can
help us the most,” he said. “It’s
kind of what we do every year, try
to shuffle guys around a little bit
and get the best team on the field.”
It’s been successful in the past,
Hauck said, especially in the case
of former Griz Dustin Dlouhy,
who made the move from line-
backer to defensive end in 2003
and was fourth on the team in
tackles last season.
Palmer is mirroring Dlouhy’s
move from four years ago, and
said the former standout has
helped with the transition.
“I talked to him. He said it’s just
a position where you can get your
hands in the dirt and go,” he said.
“That’s what I want to do. I want
to be able to impact the team there
and fit in.”
Whereas Palmer will have a
good shot at earning plenty of
playing time at defensive end –
with Dlouhy and Mike Murphy
both graduating – the competition
for receiver won’t be as wide open
for Washington.
As a junior in 2005, Washington
started four games at quarterback
after transferring from Bowling
Green, but went down with a sep-
arated shoulder four games into
the season. That injury has ham-
pered him ever since, leading him
to have surgery last summer and
redshirt the 2006 season in a reha-
bilitation effort.
With a glut of quarterbacks for
the Griz, Washington would have
had an uphill climb to get back to
playing that position, especially
since he now says the shoulder
still isn’t 100 percent.
“We’ve got a good number of
quarterbacks,” Hauck said, adding
that wide receiver is “a place
where maybe he (Washington) can
help us.”
It won’t be easy for Hauck to
find Washington time at receiver,
as the team’s five leading
receivers from 2006 are returning
for next season. Hauck did say,
however, that Washington “catch-
es the ball pretty well.”
Washington said he wasn’t bit-
ter about changing positions.
“Naturally, I would like the
opportunity to compete for my
spot back under center,”
Washington said, “but it just did-
n’t work out that way.”
Lineup changes common on football team
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Kaimin Sports: We’re keeping score.
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Athletic department weighs in on weight room
“I’m a great believer in luck,
and I find the harder I work the
more I have of it.” –Thomas
Jefferson
For those who think athletes are
just the luckiest people in the
world, who have been given all
this talent without putting in any
effort – think again.
“The amount of time you put in
the weight room is huge to the
production that you get on the
field,” University of Montana
football player Kroy Biermann
said. “The stronger you are, the
more agile you are; it’s just going
to help out your game no matter
what.”
UM football head coach Bobby
Hauck said just going to the
weight room isn’t enough.
Pushing yourself while there is
just as critical.
“You can’t just put time in the
weight room,” Hauck said. “You
have to go in the weight room and
compete like you do when you
take the field.”
While most UM students use
the Campus Recreational Center
to lift weights, the UM athletes
have their own weight room,
which is located in Adams Center.
One player who has seen his
time in the weight room translate
into success on the field is the
sophomore safety for the football
team, Colt Anderson.
After playing in only five games
as a freshman, Anderson moved
into the starting lineup for the
2006 season, due in large part to
his dedication in the weight room.
“After my freshman year, I just
kind of told myself if I was going
to play I needed to get in the
weight room and get bigger and
stronger,” said Anderson, who was
named first team All-Big Sky
Conference at safety and special
teams.
Not only does time in the
weight room help with an athlete’s
performance, it also helps keep
them on the field.
“Our No. 1 goal is to put a
healthy athlete on the field,” said
Jared Nessland, UM’s director of
athletic performance. “An athlete
does no good if they are sitting on
the sideline. “
Track and field athlete Baily
Cox, a multi-event athlete who has
battled injuries throughout her
collegiate career, said she just
recently got serious about her
weight training and has seen the
benefits.
“It helps a ton,” she said. “I
don’t have nearly as many joint
problems or shin splints or hip
problems as I used to.”
Track and field head coach Tom
Raunig said the positive effects of
weight training and conditioning
are numerous and long lasting.
“It’s important for short term
and immediate gains, but it can
also help lengthen your career,”
Raunig said.
The football team got a big
boost this past year when the ath-
letic department hired strength
and conditioning coach Mike
Gerber, who only works with foot-
ball players.
Gerber designs workout pro-
grams for the football team and
also makes sure they get done.
“If they are there, I’m there,”
Gerber said. “It’s hardly a situa-
tion where I’m just writing a pro-
gram and telling them to get it
done. If it’s not being coached
then I’m not doing my job.”
Unfortunately for UM athletes,
the weight room facilities at the
Adams Center leave much to be
desired. 
“They’re adequate,” UM
Athletic Director Jim O’Day said.
“They’re not fantastic by any
means.”
O’Day said the main complaint
from coaches is that there is not
enough space or equipment.
About 300 athletes use the facili-
ties each week and things can get
a little crowded. It can also be
tough for the different programs to
schedule around each other.
O’Day said the athletic depart-
ment is always looking into
improving the facilities, but the
funding will have to come from
private donors and things can get
expensive. He estimated a new
weight room would cost around
$12 million to $20 million, and a
recent assessment of what was
needed in equipment alone came
to at least $250,000.
O’Day said the athletic depart-
ment plans to start budgeting for
weight room improvements, but
that would only amount to about
$10,000, which doesn’t go far.
He said spending money on the
weight room can be a tough sell to
the public, but they need to under-
stand the importance of it.
“The general public likes to see
the bricks and mortar items that
are visible – football stadiums, the
expansions, things like that – but
you can never forget the impor-
tance of the strength and condi-
tioning area.”
Even though the Grizzlies are out, 
March Madness still draws a crowd
March Madness has arrived and
it’s sweeping through Missoula
with a fury.
It was only noon on Thursday,
but avid sports fans, students and
Missoula residents alike were
already carving grooves into the
seats of their chairs at Paradise
Falls. 
Brian Jenkins, a senior majoring
in resource conservation, had
skipped a class to come and meet
his friends for the start of the col-
lege basketball games. He said he
planned to be at the sports bar all
day Thursday for the games and
was also coming back Friday to
continue watching.
“It’s a holiday,” Jenkins said. 
Jenkins’ friend Ty Taylor, a 31-
year-old waiter in Missoula, excit-
edly chimed in.
“These are like the two greatest
days of the whole entire year,” he
said. “It’s one of the purest things
in sports.” 
Restaurants and bars around
Missoula are embracing the attrac-
tion to college basketball and try-
ing to woo sports fanatics with
multiple televisions and channels
as well as food and drink specials.
“It’s a frenzy,” Paradise Falls
owner Tom McLaughlin said.
“Everybody’s got their favorite
team, and having the (TV) pack-
age so you can see (all of the
games), it gets kind of fun because
everyone can see them all and
everyone’s hooting and holler-
ing.”
In all of the excitement of the
games, people admit that it’s a lit-
tle disappointing to not have the
University of Montana competing
in the Big Dance for the first time
in three years. 
“As a whole, the games will be
watched the same, but here in
Paradise Falls or at any other bar
in Missoula it’s not going to be as
busy because Missoula’s not play-
ing,” said Brian Horner, who
works for a wholesale company in
town.
Jenkins, who is pulling for
teams like Texas A&M and
UCLA, said it was a downer not to
have the Griz in the tournament.
“I was definitely bummed not to
see the Grizzlies, especially after
seeing them win a game last year,”
he said.
Press Box owner Gordie Fix
recalled the town’s excitement last
year when Montana made it to the
Big Dance.
“Last year they were standing
outside; it was so neat, it was so
full people were peeking in the
windows. It was so much fun,” he
said. 
However, Fix said that with
teams like Gonzaga and
Washington State representing the
Northwest, there still will be
crowds, “but nothing’s like the
Griz on TV.” 
Five plasma screens surround
the table that Nacoma Gainan, a
Missoula construction worker,
and his friends had overtaken at
Paradise Falls. A steaming plate of
hot wings, its heated scent filling
the room, was just delivered, but
none of the men notice because
their eyes are glued to the TVs.
Gainan and his friends are
expecting to stake out their spot at
Paradise Falls for the next couple
of games, saying assuredly,
“Whenever there’s a game, we’ll
be watching it.”
SARAH SWAN
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Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin
UM sophomore Logan Labbe goes through his pre-outdoor season routine in the athlete gym located behind Dahlberg Arena on Wednesday.     
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PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
FREE CONDOMS! FREE LUBE! Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing…Call 43-4330
LATEX LEPRECHAUN AND CAPTAIN CONDOM! Today in
the UC! 
Graduate Support Group. Being a graduate student
can be a stressful time in one's life. This support
group will provide opportunities to share your experi-
ences. Wed. beginning MARCH 21ST 8:00AM. To regis-
ter call THE COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SER-
VICE 243-4711.
HELP WANTED
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire. 
Attention ALL Media Arts Majors! Want to build ads?
Production Manager Position opening for next fall.
Proficient at Photoshop desired. Bring Application by
Journalism 206 or email it to:
kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
Looking for Great Summer Job. See today's Upward
Bound display ad in the Kaimin. 
WHITE WATER RAFTING GUIDES WANTED: Position(s)
available with Wind River Canyon Whitewater,
Thermopolis Wyoming. Job duties include:
Professional guiding of commercial rafting trips in
class 3+ whitewater, preparing/cooking lunch on river
trips, managing equipment, assisting with transporta-
tion, and other assigned duties. Pay DOE. Some train-
ing required for new employees.  Call WRCW at (307)
864-9343 or e-mail trips@wyoming.com for details or
to apply.
Become a Raft Guide. Work on the River this summer.
Training programs available. Call Montana River
Guides. 273-4718, rivers@montana.com
30-hr week overnight oncall position providing sup-
ports to staff & adults w/disabilities.  Never a dull
moment no night the same.  Thu -Sat.  $9.00/hr.
Closes Tues. 3/27/07, 5pm. Exc. Benefits including:
generous amount of paid time off, retirement, med-
ical & dental insurance, etc, plus the privilege of
working with professional and caring fellow staff.
Valid MT Driver's License.  H.S. Diploma or equivalent.
No Record of Abuse, Neglect/Exploitation.
Applications available at Opportunity Resources, Inc.,
2821 South Russell Street, Missoula, MT 59801.
Extensive background checks will be completed.  NO
RESUMES. EOE.
Looking for a responsible, energetic individual with
childcare experience to care for my 2 young children
over the summer. Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm.
Must have dependable car with current insurance. Pay
DOE. References required. Please fax resume to 543-
6043 or email to bethandersn@bresnana.net 
SERVICES
Wild Fire Training 543-0013
FOR SALE
Inflatable Funhouse Business for Sale. Great summer
business 406-721-7200
1985 SAAB 900 2Dr/hatch. Winter/summer tires,
rebuilt engine, reliable, 25mpg, new exhaust.
$900/offer, 676-3388 or 381-1497
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
Cheap Charley's Mini Storage-Spring special- pay 2
mos/3rd mo FREE. Tour our facility- get a FREE lock.
721-7277
MISCELLANEOUS
Come to a Slide Show to Learn about Alaska Field
Studies Opportunities: March 15 & 19 @ 4:15-5:15pm
Rankin Hall 205 Earn credit for participating in eco-
logical and earth sciences studies and park backcoun-
try monitoring in the country's largest wilderness
area-Wrangell-St. Elias National Park. For more infor-
mation, contact Jim Berkey, 728-7910, jberk@mon-
tana.com
BAHA'I FAITH
The sea of the unity of mankind is lifting up its waves
with joy, for there is real communication between the
hearts and minds of men.-'Abdu'l-Baha For local infor-
mation call 829-9538. Or on the web: bahai.org or
bahai.us
THE BROADWAY SPORTS
BAR
Irish clan contest. Bring 10 of your friends, start a
clan and enter to win a free alcohol tab for the night.
Starts tonight at 8:00pm
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
having the president and the provost
be the same person is that you have
one-stop shopping,” Brown said,
calling meetings with Dennison
“effective and efficient.”
Shirley Howell, dean of the fine
arts department, agreed with
Brown, adding that Dennison has
had a lot of help from UM’s two
associate provosts, Jim Staub and
Arlene Walker-Andrews.
Dennison is well aware of the
help he gets. Although he served as
provost at Western Michigan
University before coming to UM
and is familiar with the position’s
duties, he credits Staub and Walker-
Andrews with doing much of the
legwork necessary to keep the
provost’s office running smoothly.
Staub and Walker-Andrews’
involvement with Dennison has
increased over the year, Dennison
said.
“We talk about things in great
detail to understand where we’re
going and why we’re going there,”
he said. “It’s, I think, more of a con-
sensus process.”
It’s a shift that ASUM President
Andrea Helling said she’s noticed
over the past year.
“I don’t know if it’s the interim
provost, or the fact that we don’t
have (Muir) anymore, but the
provost’s staff is accessible and
responsive, and that’s really nice to
work with,” Helling said.
Helling recalled trying to get an
appointment with Muir and being
told the provost was unavailable for
a month. In contrast, Helling said
Staub, Walker-Andrews and
Dennison have been more receptive
to student input.
In the provost’s office, Walker-
Andrews has seen her and Staub’s
roles change since Dennison took
over. 
“I think that President/interim
Provost Dennison has given us a lot
more autonomy and authority to do
things, which is kind of nice,”
Walker-Andrews said.
But the newfound collaboration
doesn’t mean the three aren’t work-
ing hard. Walker-Andrews’ sched-
ule is jammed with committee and
task force meetings, sometimes
requiring her to be two places at
once, and Staub has been handling
state budget concerns and will soon
take on faculty evaluations, Walker-
Andrews said. Even Dennison,
when asked if he feels like he’s been
working especially hard, didn’t hes-
itate to deliver a quick “yes.”
Though Brown had no com-
plaints, he said Dennison’s dual role
could potentially hurt UM.
“Over the longer term under this
kind of arrangement, we will suffer
with not being able to address some
issues in the depth that they need to
be addressed,” Brown said.
Put simply, the position is essen-
tial, Dennison said.
“There are people who argue that
presidents ought to have a lot more
involvement in academic affairs
than they have had,” Dennison said,
but added that at UM “there’s a need
for a good provost, though.”
Last year, Dennison told the
Kaimin he had hoped to have a new
provost in place by the end of the
spring 2006 semester, but later
decided to delay the search until the
fall to allow for more input from the
campus community. The provost
search committee spent much of last
semester reviewing applications,
announcing three finalists in
December. Earlier this semester, the
committee narrowed their search to
one candidate: Dick Pratt, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences at
Clarkson University. But Dennison
didn’t feel that Pratt was right for
UM, he said.
“I think everybody ought to rec-
ognize that some people fit with the
institution and some don’t,”
Dennison said.
It wasn’t a decision he reached on
his own, he said.
“You’ve got to have a pretty good
consensus across the campus,”
Dennison said. “Otherwise, you’re
setting somebody up for failure.”
As the search goes on, this time
with the committee looking at hiring
a search firm to help find good can-
didates for the position, Dennison
stressed the need to find someone
who is collaborative with the rest of
the institution. Experience as an
administrator is also a must,
Dennison said.
“You can be a good faculty mem-
ber and a good researcher and be a
good adviser and a good committee
person, but you just have to be in the
seat for a while before you begin to
understand there are all sorts of
complexities and structures and dif-
ficulties,” he said.
And though Helling said she
doesn’t want to rush the decision,
she was adamant about the need to
find someone soon.
“We need leadership in that posi-
tion,” Helling said. “I think both Dr.
Walker-Andrews and Dr. Staub are
doing a great job, as is the president,
but that can’t go on forever.”
DENNISON
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Bugbee was a great humanist,
Duwell said. Humanism, Duwell
said, advocates a philosophical
approach to life, with the belief
that philosophical study can help
people better their lives.  
Duwell believes Ruse’s work
follows the example of many of
Bugbee’s beliefs. “The work he
does in philosophy makes a dif-
ference to people,” Duwell said.  
LECTURE
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